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“It is a movemnet
for improving 

one’s quality of life and 
the entire city’s competitiveness; furthermore, 

it is a movement for building 
a learning community 
in which anyone can enjoy 
what they want to learn 
anytime and anywhere”
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A change of people by learning,
A change of life s
by the change of people, 

And a change of local societies 
by the change of life 

The formation of 
local learning communities while 
forming a connection and meeting 

people by learning

Solve issues 
in local communities initiatively 
from the perspective of
lifelong learning

Beyond acquiring personal knowledge 
and refinement, 

aim for living with neighbors harmoniously; 
furthermore, make 

a sustainable local community
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Social
Economy

It was proposed 
as an alternative of diverse social issues 

like inequality, 
the gap between the rich and the poor, etc. 

in the result of the development of 
the capitalistic market economy

Social economy puts the value of people first, 
not maximizing profit 

like the market economy does. 
It also places value on cooperation, not competition,
and it puts public interests ahead of personal gains. 

In other words, social economy is 
an alternative economic activity 

for those living together with cooperation and solidarity 
based on trust in local communities
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Environment Culture Welfare Housekeeping Education Childcare Health Forest etc

176 178 101 75 77 20 11 1 485
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Gwangmyeong
Symphony Orchestra

Gwangmyeong Distributing Agency 
of the Vegetable Garden

Dukkeobi-Sandul
School

Local Schools
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Perhaps we try to aim at 
building a community 
named “we” through music, 
rather than let people 
be exposed to music

Gwangmyeong
Symphony Orchestra

The biggest dream you can have through music



Dukkeobi-Sandul School –
Cooperative

People who change our lives 
while perceiving the value of forests
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We dream of a society 
that people are in harmony and live together, 
like the nature and animals living in the forest. 

We hope Dukkeobi-Sandul School 
could be the place like that. 

Dukkeobi-Sandul School –
Cooperative

People who change our lives 
while perceiving the value of forests
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Our ultimate goal is 
to make a local food system 

that all local agricultural products 
could be consumed 
in the same region

m2

Gwangmyeong
Distributing Agency of 
the Vegetable Garden

Meetings of Urban Farmers



Village School

Leading the growth of the village 
through self-reliance and cooperation



We want to set up a specialized school 
using local resources, 

as “Taking a walk around the village” has done.
Children who have an interest in cooking 
could learn how to cook at a local restaurant, 
and some who want to learn about hairdressing 

could learn at a local beauty salon. 

Village School
Leading the growth of the village through self-reliance and cooperation





Reference : Gang, Dae-joong(2011). Social enterprises and the department of lifelong learning/ 
Jeong, Gyeong-soon(2014). The liaison between social economy and lifelong learning



• Transition from lifetime planning     
education to lifetime field education
• Serious discusssion in depth 
from an aspect of lifelong learning

• Study for a phenomenon 
which spreads in a practice field 
from a comprehensive perspective
• Connection and synthesis 
with social agenda which newly emerge

• Social economy which is 
apart from orthodox
• A need to legislate 
a law of social economy 
which generalizes each law

Henceforth 
Task
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Let education be a movement of life;

like flowers bloom in the spring,

like the wind blows, 

like crops grow noiselessly.

Let a change drop in our daily life.  


